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Power to the People: HowOral History and Civil Rights Methodology Transform

Digital Humanities

Moye and Krochmal are co-directors of the Civil Rights in Black and Brown (CRBB)

Project, which documents African American and Mexican American civil rights

organizing across the state of Texas. The CRBB team video-records life history

interviews with civil rights organizers and others, which it then clips and tags before

publishing the interviews on an online portal, crbb.tcu.edu. The site's search functions

allow users to make connections across the divides of geography, race, and time. (For

example, descriptions of police prejudice and violence toward people of color are

depressingly similar from city to city, in both ethnic groups, over decades.) The team

has been encouraged by the ways that community partners, interviewees, journalists,

and educators are already putting interviews to use to counter conventional wisdom

about the history of the civil rights movement in Texas and to challenge local power

relationships in the present. In this talk they explore the ways that the act of oral history

interviewing can itself become a historical intervention. They argue that attention to

audience and accessibility, in addition to historiography, should guide digital projects'

decisions about whom to interview and how to edit and present their narratives.
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You Don't Know Shit and You Can't Have Shit: Shared Authority and Embracing

Silence in FreedomMovement Digital Work

This is part of the roundtable: "Power to the People: How Oral History and Civil Rights

Methodology Transform Digital Humanities"

African American Studies, digital humanities, and oral history methodologies play

central roles in the recovery of fairly unknown aspects of civil rights movement history.

This merger of freedom movement and digital humanities requires a philosophical

embrace of power sharing and open access during historical production. Though digital

humanities can incorporate these ideals, some aspects are at odds with oral history.

This talk discusses the conflictual relationship between oral history and digital open

access, the reversal of scholar as sole expert, the importance of community in historical

production, and the balance needed between recovery, shared authority, and public

exposure. It also suggests that digital humanities rebrand and assert a new ethical

standard shaped by black studies, freedom movement scholarship, and oral history.
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Oral History, Research DataManagement and Open Science

Working within the framework of oral history, archival science and digital humanities,

this paper aims to explore how universities and researchers deal with data research

management, and specifically archived oral history, and what kind of ethical and

democratic challenges current Research Data Management (RDM)-practices and the

call for open science create. Our presentation will try to answer two basic question

related to RDM-practices: 1) How do researchers and research institutions deal with

archived oral history 2) In what way are archival practices and open science included in

research practices? But it will also try to come up with a suggestion on how we as

researchers and research institutions can develop research and archival practices that

are compatible with the calls for open science, digitalization and democratic, ethical

aspects. Even though Swedish universities are among the oldest memory institutions in

the country and all of them are important agents in the work for open science and

democracy almost no research data are archived in the universities and even less are

digitalized and made accessible for other researchers and for the public. Our case study

of Stockholm and Linköping University supports the results of previous international

studies: Memory related to research is linked to research practices and publications,

and not to archives or databases. It also tells us that we have a serious lack of

knowledge on how archived oral history and RDM works in practice and what effect

RDM have on research in itself and society at large. The paper is part of a new project

called "Universities Without Memories" run by Annika Olsson och Malin Thor Tureby.
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AudioMining. Advanced Speech Analytics for Oral History

In the presented project advanced speech analysis technologies are developed and

provided to enhance the process of indexing and examination of speech recordings

within the field of digital humanities with special focus on the oral history domain.

Audio-visual and multimodal data are of increasing interest in digital humanities

research. Currently most of the data analytics tools in digital humanities are purely text

based. The focus of this 3 year project is, develop and provide tools to analyse huge

amounts of audio-visual data resources by advanced speech technologies. These tools

should enhance the process of transcribing audio-visual recordings semi-automatically

and to provide additional speech related analysis features.

For the automatic segmentation and transcription of speech recording the Fraunhofer

IAIS audio mining system is applied and adapted. The recording is transcribed with a

large vocabulary speech recognition system. All recognized words and corresponding

time codes are indexed. Thus, the user can search for relevant items and get directly to

the timecode where this search query was spoken. Additionally the application

provides a list of relevant key words to describe the interview roughly. All metadata is

stored in the MPEG-7 format which increases the interoperability to other metadata

applications. The system is able to process the long recordings of oral history

interviews. For recordings with low audio quality recognition rates up to 75 percent can

be reached. This quality is insufficient for productive use but is improved within the

project by applying deep neuronal network technologies.

Speech analytics tools already provide an advantage to process huge amounts of new

oral history data by improving retrieval and interpretation. The collaboration between

speech technology scientist and digital humanity researchers are an important aspect

of the project.
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CraftingMemory: Where Oral History Meets Narrative in the Creation of a Mobile

Game

This paper will examine how oral history sources can be remediated using current

available technology to engage young audiences through play and audiovisual

materials in an educational game narrative and Digital Story (StoryCenter). In an

attempt to preserve the history and culture of Parramore, a rapidly changing

neighborhood in Orlando, Florida, researchers created a mobile narrative game called

"Getting a Job at Nikki's Place." Part of the gameplay includes viewing a Digital Story, a

short video featuring snippets of an oral history from the owner of the restaurant Nikki's

Place, Nick Aiken, coupled with images and videos from his life and work. Digital

Storytelling is a form of personal narrative that generally relies on the vernacular

creativity (Burgess) of everyday people to tell their own life stories in short video

episodes. As the creator of Mr. Aiken's Digital Story, the author of this paper examines

the affordances and limitations of using oral histories in other narrative formats such as

Digital Storytelling and mobile-based games and discusses how vernacular creativity is

sustained when the responsibilities of crafting these narratives is shared: What is

gained or lost by shortening an oral history for game play? What are the implications of

the outside researcher in the creation process? How do you maintain the integrity and

agency of the storyteller and his memory? The author will discuss creating the Digital

Story using Mr. Aiken's oral history and personal photo archive, as well as additional

ways in which Mr. Aiken's oral history feature into the game play of "Getting a Job at

Nikki's Place," and will contextualize this work in the context of other memory-based,

mobile oral history initiatives.
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